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     PEAKS is a software program for analysis of peptide mass spectrometry data. 
The PEAKS suite includes algorithms for protein/peptide identification, de 
novo sequencing, post-translational modification analysis, peak detection, 
and preprocessing of RAW, profile data and quantitation. PEAKS can be used 
in four product versions – Client, Online, Studio and Viewer. The suite of 
algorithms and their use in above-mentioned product versions will be 
introduced. 



PEAKS 
•  Introduction 
•  What is De Novo Analysis ? 
•  PEAKS Method of De novo Analysis. 
•  PEAKS Options. 
•  PEAKS at MSI. 
•  PEAKS Online use. 
•  The Input : Processing and types of raw data. 
•  InChorus 
•  SPIDER 
•  PEAKS Viewer use.  
•  Tutorial Movies. 
•  PEAKS 5.0 and its use : PTM Finder and Quantitation 

module and other new features. 



Introduction 
•  PEAKS is a mass spectral search algorithm 

that is used for protein/peptide identification 
using de novo analysis. 

•  Available as PEAKS Online, PEAKS Viewer, 
PEAKS Client and PEAKS Studio. 

•  De novo analysis; Multiple search algorithms 
(InChorus) ; SPIDER search ; PTM search 
(PTM finder) and Quantitation. 



What is De novo analysis ? 

Protein 
Peptide 

Mass spectrum 

Fragmentation 

Search against database. 

•    Spectral matching :  Match theoretical spectrum from database with generated spectrum.  

•   De novo Analysis : Generate sequence from spectrum and match against database by using BLAST 



De novo or not to De novo ? 
–  The genome sequence or proteins sequences are not available 

in database. 
–  De novo analysis of spectra not identified by search algorithms 

can lead to identifying a few more spectra. For example - 
Partial sequence may help in identifying mutated gene 
products.  

–  Most “spectral matching” algorithms accurately identify 
peptide sequences. However, the predicted modifications 
might not be always correct. 

–  Speed of search. 
–  Accuracy of search and method to generate a score for 

accuracy.  
–  Spectral quality. 
–  Manual versus automated. (“Cherry picking” versus 

“screening”). 



PEAKS de novo Algorithm 

•  Two stage dynamic programming 
approach 

•  Compute the best sequence candidates 

•  Proposed sequence candidate mass the 
same as the precursor 

•  Use a, b, c, x, y, z, b-H2O, b-NH3, y-
H2O, y-NH3, terminal, internal 
cleavage, and immonium ions to 
calculate scores 

5.0 



PEAKS Features 

– High mass accuracy analysis 
– y/b or c/z ions 
– Unlimited sequencing capabilities with PTM 

• User defined mods 

– Unlimited enzyme action, no-enzyme option 
– Fast analysis of entire LC runs or spot-sets 
– Positional confidence scores on each amino 

acid 



data in different formats 
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PEAKS Options 



PEAKS resources at MSI 
•  PEAKS Online 

–  http://sequest5.msi.umn.edu:8080/peaksonline/ 
–  Get a password from Tu. 
–  Set up a search using peaklist. 
–  Monitor your search status. 
–  Links for .anz files that can be used further in PEAKS 

Client. 

•  PEAKS Client v4.5 
–  PEAKS Client available at CGL : CPC7 and CPC10.  
–  Use remote access to cpc7.msi.umn.edu or 

cpc10.msi.umn.edu 
–  Use your .anz file (generated from Online search) for 

further analysis. 



Raw Data input 

•  Export data into 
mzXML file 
format 

•  Supports raw data 
import from all 
major instrument 
vendors 

Vendor Example 
Instrument 

Data Format 

ABI QSTAR / QTRAP .wiff 

4700 / 4800 .t2d 

Agilent Ion trap .D (yep) 

Q - TOF .d 

Bruker HCT Ion trap .yep (baf) 

TOF - TOF .fid 

Hitachi Nano Frontier .dat 

Shimadzu AXIMA-CFR .run 

Thermo LTQ / LCQ .raw 

Varian 500 MS .xms 

900 MS .sms 

Waters Q  - TOF / Trap .raw 



Converting raw data to a searchable format 
It is best to import RAW data directly, so that PEAKS can access the 
complete, unprocessed experimental data including the MS survey scan 
and retention time information.  

Thermo Data 
RAW data from Thermo Electron mass spectrometers can be loaded, 
provided that the XCalibur software is installed on the same computer as 
PEAKS. 

Applied Biosystems Data 
WIFF data from Applied Biosystems/Sciex QSTAR (or QTRAP) mass 
spectrometers can be loaded, provided that the Analyst QS (Analyst 1.4.1 
for QTRAP) software and the MSX plug-in 
are installed on the same computer as PEAKS 5. The MSX tool is 
produced and sold by Infochromics Ltd. 

ABI 4700 or 4800 Data 
BSI has created a converter to extract the data from an ABI-Oracle 
database. If you require this separate, free tool, contact your sales 
representative. Once installed, you can start up the ABI 4700 Data 
Extractor from the Start menu. 



Spectral processing 
(Key for good De novo!) 

•  Charge Correction 
•  Spectral Merging 

– Merge MS/MS scans of the same peptide 
– Based on LC retention time and m/z information 

•  Quality Filter 
– Removes low-quality MS/MS scans 

•  Deconvolution / De-isotoping 
•  Centroid correction 



PEAKS Client 



Protein View (PEAKS Client) 



Search Parameters (PEAKS Client) 



Peptide View (PEAKS Client) 



De Novo View (PEAKS Client) 



Filter Pane (PEAKS Client) 



inChorus: Combining Results 
(PEAKS Client) 

•  inChorus: 
– PEAKS can directly launch searches on 

Mascot servers, local copies of X!Tandem, 
OMSSA and Sequest 

–  Import existing results 

•  Advantages: 
– Multiple database search engines based on 

independent  algorithm provide automatic 
verification  

– Can expand sequence coverage 

4.5 



SPIDER (PEAKS Client) 

•  Software Protein IDentifiER 
– Peptide homology search 

• Finds peptides in the database that are similar 
to the one we’ve identified by de novo 
sequencing 

• Better than blast because it accounts for 
possible errors in de novo sequencing 

–  (I/L),(K/Q),(HYS/YSH) 
–  Whereas BLAST assumes the sequence is 100% correct 



                     PEAKS Studio 5.0 
               (Released in February 2009) 

•      Improved protein identification and de novo sequencing 
precision 
•      Higher instrument calibration recognition 
•      Large data file support 
•      Project based management approach 
          - process multiple runs 
         - compare, combine, filter the results together 
•      Decoy database searching 
•      Probability scoring 
•      Block search homology search mode 
•      Comparing and merging of CID and ETD fragmentation files 
•      InChorus statistical charts and unified scoring 
•      Seamless connection with PEAKS Q  
•      Requested licenses that can be used for a month. 

5.0 



PEAKS Q : Quantitation in 5.0 
•  Removal of poor quality of spectra 
•  Removal of outliers 

5.0 

•  Support most quantitation approaches 
– Labelled 

•  ICAT 
•  iTRAQ 
• SILAC  
• Label flexible 

– Label-free 
•  Validation – 3D 



Characterization workflow 
5.0 



Useful Links 

•  PEAKS Tutorials and Movies : 
http://www.bioinfor.com/products/peaks/index.php 
•  PEAKS Client 4.5 on CPC7 and CPC10 and use the walkthrough 

tutorial. 

•  MSI resources : 
http://www.msi.umn.edu/cgi-bin/soft/software_detail.html?

id=343&lab_id=&subject_id= 
•  PEAKS Online  
http://sequest5.msi.umn.edu:8080/peaksonline/login.jsp 

•  Datatypes : 
http://www.bioinfor.com/products/peaks/support/datatypes.php 


